AMONG the many remarkable epigraphic discoveries of the recent Agora Excava--tions one of the most important for students of Greek numismatics and Athenian political institutions is the complete marble stele discussed in this paper. Valuable new evidence about the Nomothetai, the circulation of silver coins in Athens and Peiraieus, and about a hitherto little-known official, the Dokimastes, is preserved in considerable detail in this document. In addition to specific information about ancient counterfeit coins there are also no fewer than ten different public officials mentioned in this text which is fifty-six lines long and well-enough preserved to require very little 
the public slaves [---] Line 17: In the thirty-second stoichos there is preserved a small segment of a centered vertical. Line 18: The tip of a horizontal stroke can be seen in the bottom right corner of the twenty-ninth stoichos. At this point the surface is broken in such a way as to limit the possible readings to zeta, xi, and omega. Of the thirty-second letter, after the sigma, no trace survives on the stone but the original surface is preserved for a distance of 0.007 m. to the right of sigma thus restricting possible readings to iota, tau, upsilon, and psi.
Line 28: The bottom half of the nineteenth letter-space is damaged in such a way as to permit chi as an alternate reading. In the twenty-third stoichos the only surviving stroke is a horizontal along the top of the space.
Line 29: The circular letter in the thirty-first space could also be theta as only-the outline is preserved. Line 30: Only the apex of a triangular letter survives in the second stoichos. The cross-bar of the alpha in the twenty-sixth stoichos was never cut. In the thirty-first space there is the dim outline of the top of a circular letter.
Line 39: In the thirty-first stoichos there is part of the left diagonal of a triangular letter but not enough original surface is preserved to determine whether or not it was joined by any other strokes.
Line 41: Of the dotted lambda in the thirty-second stoichos only the lower half of the left diagonal is visible.
Line 43: In the lower left corner of the twenty-ninth stoichos there is part of the arc of a circular letter.
Line 51: Of the dotted upsilon only the lower part of a centered vertical survives. Line 52: The cross-bar of the alpha in the twenty-first stoichos was never cut. In the thirty-seventh stoichos only the bottom of a centered vertical survives.
Line 55: The fifth stoichos is occupied by two letters, El. In the thirty-sixth space only the dim outline of a triangular letter is perceptible.
COMMENTARY
Unlike lines 1-2, on which see the commentary, above, p. 160, the rest of the text is neatly arranged in stoichedon order with spacious checker-units of ca. 0.0105 m., horizontally, and ca. 0.016 m., vertically. Apparently, this order was broken only in the fifth stoichos of line 55 which carries two letters, El. This stoichos provides an interesting glimpse of the stonecutter's thinking as he neared the end of this beautifully inscribed text, for when he began to carve line 55 he had ruled spaces available in this and the next line for seventy-eight letters. There were, however, seventy-nine letters remaining in the text from which he was copying, so that in order to finish neatly with two full lines and avoid having to inscribe the final sigma of foXA[s] as the only letter in a hypothetical line 57, he had to squeeze two letters into one stoichos. Iota is the letter most often used in such combinations but there were no iotas in the last forty-four letters of his copy. The squeezing of two letters into one stoichos had to be done, therefore, in line 55 and the mason did it early in the line perhaps preferring to place iota next to epsilon in the fifth stoichos as a tidier combination than 01 in the second space.
The The form of the preamble, which contains no references to the Boule or the Demos, is unique in state documents of this period and provides the earliest explicit evidence on stone for the activities of the Nomothetai. That such legislative officials had been in existence at least as early as 403/2 has always been clear from the decree of Teisamenos quoted by Andokides, I, 83-84,3 and there is abundant evidence for their activities in the third quarter of the fourth century in the orators4 and in inscriptions.5 Since, however, their duties in the decree of Teisamenos seem to have been limited to a scrutiny of the revised law code and since we have no other evidence about Nomothetai until 353/2, there has been an uncomfortable gap of about fifty years in our knowledge of these officials, which the present inscription will now help to fill.
Taken by itself the brief preamble might be regarded as supporting evidence for U. Kahrstedt Bouleuterion33 but some payments fell due each prytany34 and, on the days when the Apodektai received them, the Dokimastes in the city would not have been at his post among the banking tables. Lines 8-10: The restorations here are uncertain. Something is brought forward which is neuter singular (E'ov, line 9) and which has the same charakter as the Attic. The Dokimastes is instructed to do one of two things to it: he either gives it back (a1roS&SoT))35 to the one who presented it or, if it is fake, he is told &8aKo7TIE'TW. Since the second imperative, S3aKo7TrE'Tw , is immediately preceded by a conditional clause, which begins near the end of line 10, it is possible that the first imperative, a7iroSortow, was similarly qualified and that a very brief protasis is lurking behind E[...7...] at the end of line 9. It is to be noted that the protasis preceding 8taKO7TETrw is introduced by eav 8e and contains no verb.
The thing brought forward in line 8 is obviously money and, since what the Dokimastes " cuts across" 36 in lines 10-11 is fake money, we might reasonably suggest that the thing which he is told to hand back to the one who has brought it forward in lines 9-10 ought to be good money. In line 3 the first category of money to be scrutinized by the Dokimastes is rd apyvptov To ATTLKOV which has the 8o'atos-xapaKcr4p.
The second category in lines 8-11 cannot also be Attic money because it is defined as "having the same charakter as the Attic." Using these indicators from the preserved text, I tentatively suggest the following restoration, which is translated above, p. 159: The need for such legislation and the special form in which it was drafted probably indicate that by 375/4 a considerable quantity of such silver coinage was arriving in Athens and that for some reason it was being rejected by Athenian merchants. Some speculation on the reasons for this rejection is offered below, pp. 186-187. Here we must only note some of the possible origins of foreign silver currency struck with dies that resembled those of Athens.
Egypt must be regarded as a leading candidate. In the first quarter of the fourth century she was herself without an active local currency;38 and yet numerous Greek Since the counterfeit coins of our law were retained under the protection of the Mother of the Gods, the prefix ala-probably does not mean that they were broken up completely57 and I would feel happier about the suggestion of Liddell-ScottJones, 9th ed. that S8aKo7TTEtV means to punch a hole through the coin if we had several such examples from Athens. It seems much more likely that the cut made by the Dokimastes was the same as that found on a number of known subaerates some of which come from Athens and are illustrated on Plate 25. A broad gash deep into the face of these coins exposes the rotten core and seems clearly to have been designed to deface, rather than merely to test, while the coin remains whole and capable of being 55 coin was cleaned, leaving only the thin outer shell of silver (PI. 25, c) . It is possible that this powdery white substance was disintegrated lead and that in this specimen we have an example of a defaced 3v7ro5o6Av/3ov. As the excavator 0. Broneer observed, these coins probably belong to a deposit, rather than to a hoard, which was kept in the left side of the pronaos of the temple. All of the genuine coins were undoubtedly dedications but this can hardly have been true of the fakes, especially the defaced ones which, we may now suggest, were probably confiscated and officially consecrated to Poseidon for safekeeping, perhaps by a sixth-century predecessor of our Athenian Dokimastes.65
More evidence for false coins in Greek temples and sanctuaries is preserved on stone, especially in inventories and treasury records. It has often been claimed that these coins were dedicated, either singly or in groups, by individuals seeking to hoodwink the deity66 but, in view of the newly found Athenian law, it seems much more likely that most, if not all, of the counterfeits were consecrated to the god officially. Like the dies used to strike the gold coins of Athens,67 the fakes were not destroyed; they were kept in a safe place under the care of a god where they could never be used again.
L I am indebted to Professor Broneer for kindly examining these coins with me, for much helpful advice, and for permission to illustrate and discuss them prior to the final publication of this important deposit. 62 Lines 18-29: Violators of the law are to be prosecuted through the procedure of phasis,85 denunciations being made to the two groups of Sitophylakes for offences in the grain markets in the city and in Peiraieus and to the magistrates in charge of the Dokimastai for offences occurring elsewhere in Athens and in Peiraieus. By empowering these three different boards of readily accessible magistrates to handle this phasis procedure the Nomothetai doubtless encouraged customers to complain and made the immediate consequences more dangerous for merchants who continued to refuse silver owls. It is also specified in lines 23-24 that these magistrates are competent to pronounce judgment on their own in denunciations which involved up to ten drachmai.86 Any case involving more than this sum had to be introduced by these magistrates into a law court which the Thesmothetai are instructed to allot upon their request. We must now try to place Nikophon's law in its proper historical setting in the archonship of Hippodamas, 375/4 B.C. In the absence of explicit literary or archeological testimony for Athenian concern over the circulation of silver coinage at this period, attempts to account for the passage of our law must be firmly anchored in its text. From the provisions of this document'the following inferences may be drawn: (1) the insistence in the opening sentence that genuine Attic silver coinage must be accepted in trade implies that merchants were refusing payment in Athenian owls; (2) the fact that the state orders the Dokimastes in the city to test such coins and is appointing another tester to do the same in Peiraieus implies that such merchants were motivated by suspicion of counterfeit owls at this time. The existence of fake silver coins in significant numbers in the Athenian market may also be inferred from the detailed instructions given to the Dokimastai as to how to deal with them once detected; (3) the explicit inclusion of foreign silver coins with Attic types among the pieces to be tested by the Dokimastes and to be accepted when genuine shows that merchants were also rejecting this form of currency because of fear of counterfeits; (4) the fact that Nomothetai were appointed to legislate on this matter; the appointment of a second Dokimastes; the legal procedures in lines 16-36, which encouraged prosecution of both recalcitrant merchants and negligent magistrates; the cumbersome salary arrangements for the Dokimastes in Peiraieus, dictated by the necessity of making him operative immediately, all indicate that the situation had reached urgent and critical proportions. well have been shaken if the Athenians had not moved swiftly to restore the reputation of their silver owls. The years 376 and 375 saw the addition of numerous states to the Athenian alliance112 who probably would themselves have been quick to reject silver owls if such coins continued to be refused as payment in Peiraieus and in the agora of Athens. In this same archonship Athens concluded a peace with Sparta which probably brought increased commerce to her port and city markets. Unfortunately any direct link between our law and the Peace of 375/4 cannot be established until both are more firmly dated, for the law can only be placed at some date before the expiration of Hippodamas' archonship and the ubiquitous Peace has found advocates for at least three different times in this same year.113 Another motive for prompt official defense of silver owls in the Athenian market may be seen in the insistence that even those pieces which were struck abroad must be accepted when verified by the Dokimastai (lines 16-17). Hoard evidence from the Near East and the existence of Athenian mercenaries in that part of the world during the first quarter of the fourth century1l4 both show that "foreign silver currency with the same charakter as the Attic" was not a novelty to Athenian merchants in 375/4. It is possible, as we shall see, that some of these pieces had actually contributed to the crisis which our law attempts to solve but it cannot be that the importation of such coins, mainly by returning Athenian soldiers, was in itself the cause of general distrust of silver owls. Had this been so, the Nomothetai would hardly have remained so hospitable to foreign imitations of Attic coins and extended to them equal status with local issues. It is much more likely that in passing our law the Athenians were partially prompted by the desire to encourage the striking of genuine owls abroad and that the disrepute which they shared with Athenian owls in 375/4 was enough of a threat to this policy to call for emergency legislation.
Although we may thus account for an Athenian sense of urgency in remedying this embarrassing monetary situation, explanations as to how and why it arose remain more speculative. I have not found any precise ancient evidence to explain why silver owls came to be rejected in Athens. For reasons already stated, however, the existence of fake silver coins with Attic types in significant numbers can probably be inferred Another possible source of fake silver owls at this time would naturally have been the imitations struck abroad mainly for the payment of Greek mercenaries. As we have seen, the vast majority of these coins were minted in good faith by foreign kings and potentates. In view of the provisions in lines 10-13, however, which presuppose fakes among them, and the pay-day stratagems often used by those who employed mercenaries,119 it is possible that a bad lot of owls had reached Athens from abroad and won its way into circulation before the detection of some pieces began to cause trouble.
If we could follow A. C. Johnson120 and W. B. Dinsmoor121 in their dating of the burning of the Opisthodomos to 377/6 it might be possible to suggest that there is in this incident further evidence for financial confusion in the years immediately preceding Nikophon's law. The treasurers who set fire to this building to cover up their peculations had invested stolen funds with bankers who went bankrupt.122 Failure of the banks at Athens in this period of financial stress would not be surprising and the resultant scandal about the treasurers, the burning, and the missing state funds might have stimulated counterfeiters to step up production. Attractive as this date has seemed,123 however, it cannot now be regarded as more than a slim possibility, for D. M. Lewis124 has convincingly offered alternate explanations for each of Dinsmoor's supporting arguments. It is equally possible that the Opisthodomos was burned after our law.
More detailed evidence is needed before the historical setting of Nikophon's
